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Cosmological calculations on the GPU
Deborah Bard, Matthew Bellis, Hasmik Yepremyan

Deborah Bard, Matthew Bellis, Hasmik Yepremyan

Cosmological measurements often involve the calculation of non-trivial quantities over increasingly large datasets. The next
generation of survey telescopes will yield information for billions of galaxies. The scale of the datasets, and the type of
calculations involved, are ideal models for use of the GPU. We present two cosmological measurements, and describe the
implementation and improvements found with the GPU.

Cosmological measurements often involve the calculation of non-trivial quantities over increasingly large datasets. The next
generation of survey telescopes will yield information for billions of galaxies. The scale of the datasets, and the type of
calculations involved, are ideal models for use of the GPU. We present two cosmological measurements, and describe the
implementation and improvements found with the GPU.

Measuring the structure of the universe
The structure of matter in the universe can be characterised by the
clustering of galaxies, and is measured using the angular correlation
function. The two-point angular correlation function is based on galaxy
counts, and measures the excess of pairs of galaxies as a function of
separation, compared to to a random distribution. It provides an
important test of galaxy formation models, and can differentiate
between cosmological models describing the distribution and evolution
of matter in the universe.
Galaxies are a good tracer of the matter distribution in the universe,
but visible matter comprises only approx. 4% of the mass-energy in the
universe. Dark matter cannot yet be detected directly, but the effect of
its gravitational field can be measured indirectly using gravitational
lensing.
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Peaks in the lensing signal can be interpreted as the signature of
massive dark matter halos. As such, it is a very useful cosmological
probe and can be used to test predictions from theory. An appropriate
measure for the lensing signal is the aperture mass (M ap) - the
weighted sum of the tangential components of shear (γt) of the galaxies
surrounding a position in the sky (θ0). The filter function (Q) used for
the weighting can have a generic (e.g. gaussian) shape, or be
optimised for detections of halos with NFW density profile [3].
,
We use simulated lensing maps from a large-scale cosmological Nbody dark matter simulation as our dataset [4]. These consist of a grid
of 2048x2048 “galaxies”. For a NFW filter radius of 3 arcsec we must
calculate Map for each point on the grid as the sum over the
surrounding 6400 galaxies, requiring a total of 30 billion calculations.
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Angular correlation function

GPU Implementation
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where DD, DR and RR and pair counts of data-data, data-random and
random-random objects, binned in angular separation θ. We use
publicly available data from the 2MASS all-sky redshift survey (2MRS)
[2]. For the entire angular correlation function over the full dataset, we
need to make over 3 billion non-trivial calculations.
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Foreground cluster of galaxies

Projection of galaxy
positions in 2MRS, looking
from the north celestial pole.

Hubble image of galaxy
cluster Abell 2218,
showing lensing

Gravitational lensing is one of the predictions of Einstein's theory of
relativity. When light travels through the universe, its path is deflected
by the gravitational potential of matter it passes by. Concentrations of
dark matter, which exists around galaxy clusters, can be detected
from the coherent distortions in the shapes of background galaxies.
Background galaxies tend to have an ellipticity tangential to the mass
concentration, visible in the figure.
Weak gravitational lensing is of the order of a percent and can only
be detected through the study of large number of background
galaxies, looking for systematic distortions. This kind of large-scale
statistical calculation is an ideal case for processing on the GPU.

Shear Peak Statistics

Two-point angular correlation function
The angular distance between two galaxies can be calculated using :

where α and δ are the galaxy coordinates. The angular correlation
function is calculated using the estimator [1]:
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where DD, DR and RR and pair counts of data-data, data-random and
random-random objects, binned in angular separation θ. We use
publicly available data from the 2MASS all-sky redshift survey (2MRS)
[2]. For the entire angular correlation function over the full dataset, we
need to make over 3 billion non-trivial calculations.
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The matrix of calculations is broken into chunks, which are then
passed to the GPU in global memory. The histogramming is also
performed on the GPU, with each thread given its own histogram array
to increment. This array of histograms is then passed back to the CPU,
where they are combined for the final answer.
1000
galaxies
Compiled C on Intel
Xeon 2.53 GHz CPU
CUDA on Nvidia
Tesla GPU
Improvement

0.96 s

10,000
galaxies
85.7 s

100,000
galaxies

Compiled C on Intel
Xeon 2.53 GHz CPU

7.4 s

74.0 s

8 x faster

116 x faster

Reconstructed aperture mass map
using a NFW filter of radius 3
arcseconds.

Galaxy shapes
without lensing

CUDA on Nvidia
Tesla GPU
Improvement

512x512.
galaxies

1024x1024
galaxies

1132 s

6810 s

4s

15 s

283 x faster 454 x faster

2048x2048
galaxies
29279 s
58 s
505 x faster

The speed-up is dramatic, compared to using nested loops in C. With
even larger datasets coming soon, this will become an extremely
valuable tool for cosmological matter-density calculations.
[1] Landy & Szalay, ApJ 412 64 (1993)
[2] Huchra et al, ApJS (2001)

[3] Schirmer et al, A&A 426 (2007)
[4] Kratochvil et al, PRD 84 (2010)
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8570 s

6.5 s
7 x slower

In addition, we estimate the error bars using a bootstrapping
technique. We sample with replacement from our galaxies to create
1000 new datasets and also generate simulations of flat distributions,
for the random datasets. We then calculate the angular correlation
function for each of the 1000 datasets and use these to establish 68%
confidence intervals for the error bars. Using CUDA, we have reduced
the total calculation of uncertainties from 360 CPU hours to 5.5 hours
on the GPU.

Projection of galaxy
positions in 2MRS, looking
from the north celestial pole.

1 arcminute

Matter density map from fiducial
cosmological simulation, smoothed by
a gaussian of radius 3 arcseconds.

The vectors of galaxy parameters are loaded into global memory on the
GPU. The kernel calculates the contributions of all the surrounding
galaxies for each point in parallel, summing the contributions and
returning the aperture mass. The number of threads required is equal
to the number of “galaxies” in the grid.

Hubble image of galaxy
cluster Abell 2218,
showing lensing

Gravitational lensing is one of the predictions of Einstein's theory of
relativity. When light travels through the universe, its path is deflected
by the gravitational potential of matter it passes by. Concentrations of
dark matter, which exists around galaxy clusters, can be detected
from the coherent distortions in the shapes of background galaxies.
Background galaxies tend to have an ellipticity tangential to the mass
concentration, visible in the figure.
Weak gravitational lensing is of the order of a percent and can only
be detected through the study of large number of background
galaxies, looking for systematic distortions. This kind of large-scale
statistical calculation is an ideal case for processing on the GPU.
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the total calculation of uncertainties from 360 CPU hours to 5.5 hours
on the GPU.
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returning the aperture mass. The number of threads required is equal
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valuable tool for cosmological matter-density calculations.
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Introduction
This poster presents the design of a CUDAbased parallel processing framework for GNU
Octave[1]. GNU Octave is
a high-level
interpreted language, primarily intended for
numerical computations. GNU Octave being
an open source alternative to Matlab®, is
widely used in academic and research
institutes. This work is inspired by the design
and functionalities of Jacket[2], a GPU Engine
for Matlab®. Introduction of new GPU types
helps to avoid any data transfers over PCIe in
moving from one GPU routine to another. To
my knowledge, this is the first attempt to
build a GPU framework for Octave, contrary
to previous attempts to provide GPU variants
for a set of Octave functions.
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History of Parallel
Computing in Octave
• The development of a complete interface to
the main parallel programming libraries for
Octave had been never accomplished [3]
before MPI Toolbox for Octave (MPITB).
MPITB[4] allows Octave users to build their
own LAM/MPI based parallel applications.

ARTWORK SUBMISSION GUIDELINES

• After the introduction of CUDA technology
in 2006, there have been some attempts to
enable GPU computing in Octave using
CUDA, which can be found in Octave mailing
list [5].
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• This has been limited to providing a plug-in
with a set of GPU accelerated routines for
commonly
used
Octave
functions
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• This approach suffers a serious drawback as
it incurs a data transfer over PCIe (limited to
8 GB/s in PCI x16 generation) between CPU
and GPU memory in every GPU function call
which severely limits the performance of this
design.
References :
[1] Octave, http://www.gnu.org/software/octave/.
[2] AccelerEyes,GPU Computing with Matlab®, Python, C, C++, Fortran, www.accelereyes.
com .
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[3] J.W. Eaton, J.B. Rawlings,“Ten years of Octave – Recent developments and plans for
the future”, in DSC 2003 Proceedings of the 3rd Int.Wshp. on Dstr.Stat.C, March 2003,
Vienna Austria.
[4] MPITB for Octave: Octave Parallel Computing with LAM/ MPI and Open-MPI
http://atc.ugr.es/~javier/mpitb_old.html
[5] P. Kienzle, et al. “Octave-Forge repository”: http://octave.sourceforge.net/, May, 2011,
announcement
seen
in
http://www.octave.org/octave-lists/archive/octavesources.2001/msg000 10.html , Oct, 2001.

Advantages & Capabilities o

• The framework allows Octave users to accelerate their software writ
code modifications. After casting data into gpuTypes, the same code ge

• The framework allows users to build wrappers around CUDA-based h
other 3rd party libraries for accelerating BLAS and linear algebra r

• Data that resides in GPU memory can be visualized directly using CUD
can be used to run visual simulations at accelerated speeds.

• The framework scales computations to multiple GPUs in the system.
device for execution and synchronization functions.

Design Approach
• GNU Octave is written in C++ and supports extensions on
itself, by the use of dynamically loaded modules, and shared
libraries.
• Object hierarchy is supported in GNU Octave with the
help of a type system. We can inherit a type from
octave_value, the canonical holder, and implement its virtual
functions so that we have a new type to work with.
• When the custom class (which inherits from octave_value
class ) describing the new data type is compiled into a shared
object (.oct), the symbols are exported into the library
without linking to the octave library.
• Octave searches and loads the DEFUN_DLD functions
defined in custom class from the .oct file and invokes the
same with the arguments.
• In our case, we inherit from octave_value and introduce
new data types, termed as gpuTypes in this poster, which
hold data in GPU device memory and can be passed to GPU
functions for GPU-based processing by launching kernels or
calling GPU libraries.
• Arithmetic and logical operators are overloaded, which
perform intuitive functions on the object from the
interpreter itself.
• Octave v3.2.3 came with OOP support. Octave users can
now create custom classes and overload functions which are
given precedence over the generic versions by the Octave
runtime.
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• Octave runtime searches for the functions definitions based
on the parameter list and thus this method can be used to
overload Octave built-in routines.

[6] Jacket Application Examples- http://www.accelereyes.com/support/application_examples
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